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Abstract

We introduce the unification of dynamical mean field theory (DMFT) and linear-

scaling density functional theory (DFT), as recently implemented in ONETEP, a linear-

scaling DFT package, and TOSCAM, a DMFT toolbox. This code can account for

strongly correlated electronic behavior while simultaneously including the effects of

the environment, making it ideally suited for studying complex and heterogeneous

systems that contain transition metals and lanthanides, such as metalloproteins. We

systematically introduce the necessary formalism, which must account for the non-

orthogonal basis set used by ONETEP. In order to demonstrate the capabilities of

this code, we apply it to carbon monoxide-ligated iron porphyrin and explore the

distinctly quantum-mechanical character of the iron 3d electrons during the process of

photodissociation.
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1 Introduction

In the last few decades, density functional theory (DFT) has established itself as a key

method in computational materials science.1–4 Facilitated by exponentially increasing com-

puting power, modern DFT codes are capable of routinely calculating the electronic structure

of hundreds of atoms, opening the door to quantum-mechanical modeling of a vast landscape

of systems of considerable scientific interest.

The range of computationally accessible systems has broadened even further with the

advent of linear-scaling DFT codes (that is, codes whose computational cost scales linearly

with the number of atoms in the system, rather than the cubic scaling of traditional methods).

ONETEP5,6 is one such code, notable for its equivalence to plane-wave approaches due to the

in situ optimization of its basis (a set of local Wannier-like orbitals). Its ability to routinely

perform DFT calculations on systems containing thousands of atoms allows more detailed

study of nanostructures,7,8 defects,9,10 and biological systems.11–14

That said, DFT is not without its shortcomings. Many of these stem from its approximate

treatment of exchange and correlation via an exchange-correlation (XC) functional. These

shortcomings become especially evident in “strongly-correlated” systems, which typically

contain transition element or rare-earth atoms whose 3d- or 4f -electron shells are partially

filled. Electrons in these shells are in especially close proximity with one another, and their

interaction is too pronounced to be adequately described by DFT, which can provide even

qualitatively incorrect descriptions of the electronic structure. For example, DFT often

yields magnetic moments inconsistent with experiment,15 predicting some insulators to be

metallic,16,17 and yielding equilibrium volumes dramatically different to experiment.18 DFT

also fails to capture important dynamic properties that are enhanced by strong correlation,

such as satellite peaks in photoemission spectra.19,20

These cases motivate the need for more accurate theories. One such approach is dy-

namical mean field theory (DMFT),21–25 a Green’s function method that maps the lattice

electron problem onto a single-impurity Anderson model with a self-consistency condition.
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Local quantum fluctuations are fully taken into account, allowing DMFT to capture complex

electronic behavior such as the intermediate three-peak states of the Mott transition, the

transfer of spectral weight, and the finite lifetime of excitations.22 Furthermore, it is possible

to embed DMFT within a DFT framework, whereby only atoms with strongly-correlated

electrons are treated at the DMFT level, while the rest of the system can be treated at the

DFT level.17 This is critical, as DMFT alone is prohibitively expensive for studying most

realistic computational models.

In the past decade, numerous codes have been written to add DMFT functionality to

existing DFT packages. These include EDMFTF26,27 and DFTTools28 on top of Wien2K,29

EDMFTF27 on top of VASP,30–32 DCore33 on top of Quantum Espresso34 and OpenMX,35,36

TOSCAM37 on top of CASTEP,38,39 Amulet40 on top of Quantum Espresso34 and Elk,41 and

ComDMFT42 on top of FlapwMBPT.43,44 Many of these make use of stand-alone libraries

such as TRIQS,45 ALPS,46 iQIST,47 or W2dynamics.48 This paper introduces the imple-

mentation of TOSCAM (A TOolbox for Strongly Correlated Approaches to Molecules) on

top of ONETEP, a linear-scaling DFT code. In contrast to the packages mentioned above,

this approach uniquely enables us to perform DMFT calculations on large and aperiodic

systems such as nanoparticles and metalloproteins.

This code has already seen success: it has been used to explain the insulating M1 phase

of vanadium dioxide,49 to demonstrate the importance of Hund’s coupling in the binding

energetics of myoglobin,50,51 and to reveal the super-exchange mechanism in the di-Cu oxo-

bridge of hemocyanin and tyrosinase.52 But until now it has not been available to the sci-

entific community at large. The DMFT module in ONETEP has been included in version

5.0, and TOSCAM is being released at <github link to accompany publication>. This

paper presents an overview of this methodology, its implementation, and an example of its

application.
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2 Theory

2.1 The ONETEP framework

In the ONETEP implementation of linear-scaling DFT, we work with the single-particle

density-matrix:

ρ(r, r′) =
∑
α,β

φα(r)Kαβφβ(r′), (1)

where {φα} are a set of localized non-orthogonal generalized Wannier functions (NGWFs)

and Kαβ is the density kernel. These orbitals are variationally optimized in situ during

the energy-minimization carried out as part of the DFT calculation.53 For the purposes of

this optimization, the NGWFs are in turn expanded in terms of a systematic basis of psinc

functions54 — systematic, in the sense that the size of this basis is determined solely by

a scalar parameter (a plane-wave kinetic energy cutoff determining the grid spacing) that

can be increased until convergence is reached. In this scheme, a DFT calculation does not

involve cyclically calculating the Kohn-Sham density and potential, but instead involves the

direct minimization of the DFT energy with respect to both the density kernel and the

NGWF expansion coefficients (Figure 1). Due to the fact that the NGWFs are localized, the

associated matrix algebra is sparse. Meanwhile, because the NGWFs are optimized in situ,

the calculations are not prone to basis set incompleteness or superposition error,55 while at

the same time permitting a relatively small number of basis functions.53

A fully converged energy minimization yields the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian Hαβ in the

NGWF representation, and from this, related properties such as orbital energies, electronic

and spin densities, densities of states etc can be obtained. For many systems this will provide

an adequate description of their electronic structure. However, in cases where we have strong

electronic correlation, this Hamiltonian must be improved upon. This is the job of dynamical

mean field theory.

A DMFT calculation involves the self-consistent calculation of the Green’s function
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Guess Kαβ

and {φα}

Improve guess
of Kαβ

Converged with
respect to Kαβ?

Yes

No

Improve guess
of {φα}

Converged with
respect to {φα}?

Yes

No

Solution found

Figure 1: Process by which ONETEP finds a self-consistent ground-state solution for Kαβ

and {φα}.

Gαβ(ω) (ω here may be ω + iη or iωn if operating in the finite-temperature Matsubara

representation) and the self-energy Σαβ, which are related via

Gαβ(ω) = [(ω + µ)S −H − Σ(ω)]αβ
−1 (2)

where µ is the chemical potential (fixed at the mid-point of the energies of the highest

occupied and lowest unoccupied KS orbitals), and Sαβ is the NGWF overlap matrix (that

is, Sαβ = 〈φα|φβ〉), which is non-diagonal.

Treating most physical systems at the DMFT level would usually be prohibitively expen-

sive. The DFT + DMFT scheme takes advantage of the fact that strong electronic correlation

is often confined to identifiable localized subspaces (for instance, the 3d orbitals of a tran-

sition metal atom), with the remainder of the system having a delocalized, free-electron

character. In such systems, the correlated subspaces can be treated at the DMFT level,

while DFT alone should be sufficient everywhere else.
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impurity sites

bath sites

ε

V

t HU

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of an Anderson impurity model, showing the impurity sites
(orange squares), bath sites (purple circles) and the interaction parameters.

Correlated subspaces are typically defined via a set of local, fixed, atom-centered, spin-

independent, and orthogonal orbitals {ϕ̃Im}. (Here, I is the atom index and m is an orbital

index.) In ONETEP, these are defined using pseudoatomic orbitals {ϕIm}, the Kohn-Sham

solutions to the isolated pseudopotential of the correlated atom.56–58 The two are related via

|ϕ̃Im〉 = |φα〉〈φα|ϕIm〉. (Note that the pseudoatomic orbitals do not necessarily reside in the

subspace spanned by the NGWFs.)

2.2 The Anderson impurity model

In order to efficiently find a self-consistent solution to equation 2, DMFT relies on mapping

correlated subspaces to auxiliary Anderson impurity models (AIMs). The AIM is a simplified

Hamiltonian that describes the interaction of a number of sites (known as impurity sites)

with a bath of additional electronic levels:

Ĥ =
∑
ijσ

(εij − µ)ĉ†iσ ĉjσ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ĥbath

+
∑
imσ

(
Vmif̂

†
mσ ĉiσ + h.c.

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ĥmix

+
∑
mm′σ

(tmm′ − µ)f̂ †mσf̂m′σ + ĤU︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ĥloc

(3)

where Ĥbath describes the non-correlated behavior of the bath (parameterized by the hop-

ping matrix εij), Ĥloc the impurity (parameterized by the impurity hopping tmm′ and the
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interaction Hamiltonian ĤU), and Ĥmix the coupling between the two (parameterized by

Vmi). This Hamiltonian is depicted pictorially in Fig. 2. The bath and impurity sites have a

shared chemical potential µ, and ĉ/f̂ are the annihilation operators for the bath/impurity.

The convention throughout will be that Greek indices correspond to NGWFs, m and m′ to

Hubbard subspaces and their corresponding impurity sites, and Latin indices to bath sites.

σ is the spin index.

The non-interacting Anderson model (i.e. HU = 0) has the Green’s function

G0
tot(ω) =

1

ω + µ− T (4)

where the full hopping matrix is of the block matrix form

T =

 t V

V † ε

 . (5)

It follows that the (non-interacting) impurity Green’s function — that is, the top-left-hand

block of G0
tot(ω) — simplifies to

G0
imp(ω)−1 = ω + µ− t−∆imp(ω), (6)

where

∆impmm′(ω) = Vmi

(
1

ω + µ− ε

)
ij

V †jm′

is the so-called impurity hybridization function. This quantity is of particular importance

because it encapsulates all of the contributions of the bath sites to the physics of the impurity

sites; the AIM impurity Green’s function is given by

Gimp(ω)−1 = G0
imp(ω)−1 − Σ(ω) = ω + µ− t−∆imp(ω)− Σimp(ω). (7)
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2.3 A DMFT calculation

This subsection will walk through the steps in a standard DMFT calculation as performed

in TOSCAM + ONETEP. It is important to note that DMFT typically invokes a mean

field approximation across multiple correlated sites (hence dynamical “mean field” theory),

an approach that only becomes exact in the limit of infinite coordination (or equivalently,

dimensions). This is not the case in our following real-space approach, where correlated sites

are treated as a (possibly multi-site) AIM.

2.3.1 Mapping physical systems to an impurity model

DFT + DMFT utilizes an AIM as an auxiliary system: the AIM parameters {Vmi}, {εij}, and

{tmm′} are chosen such that the resulting model Hamiltonian reproduces the physics of the

real system as closely as possible. This mapping proceeds as follows. Firstly, the Kohn-Sham

Hamiltonian, an estimate of the system self-energy (zero is a reasonable starting point), and

a total Green’s function (obtained via equation 2) are each projected onto the correlated

subspaces. For instance, the local Green’s function is given by

G̃I
mm′(ω) = W I

mαG
αβ(ω)(W I)†βm′ (8)

where W I
mα = 〈ϕIm|φα〉 is the overlap of the NGWFs and the Hubbard projectors. In a

similar manner one can obtain the projected self energy Σ̃I(ω) and the projected Kohn-

Sham Hamiltonian H̃I .

We can determine the appropriate impurity hopping parameters tmm′ for the AIM by com-

paring the AIM impurity Green’s function Gimp(ω) and the local Green’s function GI
mm′(ω):

if these are to match in the high=frequency limit to order O(1/ω2) then it follows that

t = ÕIW IS−1HS−1W I†ÕI , where ÕI = (W IS−1W I†)−1 is the overlap matrix of the projec-

tors ϕ̃m. Meanwhile, in order to define {Vmi} and {εij}, we define the local hybridization
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function for our physical system

∆̃I(ω) = (ω + µ)ÕI − (G̃I)−1(ω)− Σ̃I(ω)− H̃I (9)

which is analogous to the definition of the impurity hybridization function (equation 7).

We choose the impurity model bath parameters such that the AIM hybridization function

matches this local hybridization function as closely as possible. This is done by minimizing

the distance function

d(V, ε) =
∑
ω<ωc

1

ωγ

∣∣∣∆imp(ω)− ∆̃I(ω)
∣∣∣2 (10)

using a conjugate gradient (CG), Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS), or similar

minimization algorithm. Here, ωc is a cutoff frequency and γ is a user-specified parameter

that can allow for preferential weighting of agreement at low frequencies.

In order to complete the construction of the auxiliary AIM Hamiltonian we choose HU

to be of the Slater-Kanamori form59,60

ĤU = U
∑
m

n̂m↑n̂m↓ +

(
U ′ − J

2

) ∑
m>m′

n̂mn̂m′

−J
∑
m>m′

(2ŜmŜm′ + f̂ †m↑f̂
†
m↓f̂m′↑f̂m′↓). (11)

This Hamiltonian is well-suited to capturing multiplet properties of low energy states.61 Its

first term describes intra-orbital Coulomb repulsion. The second describes the inter-orbital

repulsion, with U ′ = U − 2J further renormalized by the Hund’s coupling to ensure the

rotational invariance of the Hamiltonian. The third and final term captures the Hund’s

exchange coupling; Ŝm is the spin of orbital m, given by (Ŝm)i = 1
2

∑
σσ′ f̂ †mσ(si)σσ′ f̂mσ′ via

the Pauli spin matrices {si}. The Hubbard parameter U and Hund’s coupling J are user-

specified parameters that in principle could be obtained via linear response62 but are often

chosen empirically or treated as variational parameters.
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Now that we have defined ε, V , t, and HU , the mapping of a real system to an auxiliary

AIM is complete. In theory, this mapping can be exact: as long as ∆imp(ω) and ∆̃I(ω) match

exactly, Gimp(ω) and G̃I(ω) will also. Getting this mapping right is therefore of the utmost

importance.

2.3.2 Solving the AIM

Having constructed the AIM Hamiltonian HAIM, the next step is to calculate the Green’s

function of the AIM (known as the impurity Green’s function):

Gimpmm′(ω) =

∫ ∞
−∞

eiωtGimpmm′(t) dt

= −i
∫ ∞

0

eiωt〈eiĤtĉme−iĤt, ĉ†m′〉 dt

= −i
(〈

ĉm

∫ ∞
0

ei(ω−(Ĥ−E0))t dt ĉ†m′

〉
+

〈
ĉ†m′

∫ ∞
0

ei(ω+(Ĥ−E0))t dt ĉm

〉)
=

〈
ĉm

1

ω − (Ĥ − E0)
ĉ†m′

〉
+

〈
ĉ†m′

1

ω + (Ĥ − E0)
ĉm

〉
(12)

where 〈 • 〉 is the thermodynamic average, which at zero temperature becomes 〈ψ0| • |ψ0〉.

Resolving equation 12 is highly expensive, and becomes one of the most substantial

computational barriers in a DMFT calculation. If there are m bath sites and n impurity

orbitals, the Hilbert space of this problem scales as 4m+n. (For a system containing a single

transition metal there will be five impurity orbitals — one for each 3d orbital — and then

typically six to eight bath sites.) This is far larger than any of the other matrix inversions that

we need to calculate during the DMFT loop (for instance, Gαβ is only as large as the number

of Kohn-Sham orbitals, which in turn will be of the order of the number of electrons in the

physical system — typically several thousand at most). There are a number of approaches

for obtaining Gimp, such as exact diagonalization (ED) and continuous time Monte Carlo

algorithms. The calculations in this work employ ED via the Lanczos algorithm to evaluate

equation 7, a process which is explained in detail in the Supplementary Information.
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Given a solution Gimp (obtained via ED or otherwise), the impurity self-energy can then

be obtained via

Σimp(ω) = [G0
imp]−1(ω)−G−1

imp(ω) (13)

where the non-interacting impurity Green’s function is given by equation 6. Note that this

operation is far less expensive than equation 7 because these matrices are only m × m in

size.

2.3.3 Upfolding and double-counting

Having obtained the impurity Green’s function ΣI
imp for each AIM, the final step is to upfold

this result to the complete physical system. Since the original DFT solution already contains

the influence of the Coulomb interaction to some degree, double-counting becomes an issue.

A popular form of the correction is

EDC =
Uav

2
n (n− 1)− J

2

∑
σ

nσ(nσ − 1) (14)

where n is the total occupancy of the subspace, nσ is the occupancy of the subspace for the

spin channel σ, and

Uav =
U + 2(N − 1)U ′

2N − 1
(15)

with N being the number of orbitals spanning the correlated subspace (and recall that U ′ =

U−2J).61 This double-counting is derived by attempting to subtract the DFT contributions

in an average way; Uav is the average of the intra- and inter-orbital Coulomb parameters.

The self-energy is upfolded to the NGWF basis via

Σαβ =
∑
I

W I†
αm(ΣImm

′
− EDCÕ

mm′
)W I

m′β (16)

— and with that, we are back where we started, having generated a new estimate of the

self-energy Σαβ for the full system.
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To summarize, the scheme is as follows:

1. perform a DFT calculation to construct the system Hamiltonian

2. initialize the self-energy as Σαβ(ω) = 0

3. obtain the Green’s function for the full system (equation 2)

4. project the total Green’s function and self energy onto the Ith Hubbard subspace to

obtain the corresponding local quantities (equation 8)

5. calculate the local hybridization function (equation 9)

6. find the bath parameters εij and Vmi such that the AIM hybridization function (equa-

tion 2.2) matches the local hybridization function found above

7. explicitly solve the AIM Hamiltonian to obtain the impurity Green’s function (equa-

tion 12)

8. update the impurity self-interaction (equation 13)

9. upfold the self-energies from each correlated subspace to obtain the total self-interaction

(equation 16)

Note that if we only have one correlated site in our system, this mapping is exact, and

the local lattice Green’s function at step 9 will already match the impurity Green’s function.

This is not the case for bulk systems. There, the mean field approximation that we adopt

means that the self-energy of a correlated site is also inherited by the “bath” i.e. one would

typically solve a single Anderson impurity problem but then in equation 16, the index I

would run over all correlated sites. This means that after step 9 we must return to step 3,

and repeat this loop until the local lattice and impurity Green’s functions match.
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Once the calculation is converged, we can extract system properties from the Green’s

function. For example, DFT+DMFT total energies can be calculated via

E = EDFT[ρ]−
∑
iσ

εiσ + Tr[HKSG] +
1

2
Tr[ΣG]− EDC + Enuc−nuc (17)

where the first term is the DFT energy functional, εiσ are the Kohn-Sham eigenenergies,

HKS is the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian, G is the full Green’s function, the fourth term is

the DMFT contribution to the potential energy 〈ĤU〉 calculated via the Migdal-Galitskii

formula, the fifth term is the double-counting correction (equation 14), and the final term

is due to the interaction between atomic cores (that is, both the nuclei and the pseudized

electrons).23,63,64 When calculating the DMFT potential energy contribution, we use the high-

frequency expansion technique of Pourovskii et al.65 For an example of ONETEP+TOSCAM

DFT+DMFT energy calculations, see Refs. 50 and 51, where some of us presented a detailed

study of heme and myoglobin binding to CO and other small molecules.

Other quantities that can be extracted from the Green’s function include the density of

states and the optical absorption. One can also apply standard ONETEP analysis techniques

to the electron density (such as natural bonding orbital analysis). These techniques will be

demonstrated in Section 3.

2.4 Extensions

There are several possible extensions to the theory described thus far. These are not essential

but often useful.

2.4.1 Enlarged AIM via cluster perturbation theory

If an AIM has too few bath sites at its disposal, it will be insufficiently flexible to fit a given

local hybridization function. The brute-force approach would be to increase the number of

bath sites, but in practice the number of bath sites is severely limited due to the exponential
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growth of Hilbert space with respect to the total number of sites (bath and impurity) of the

AIM. To overcome this barrier, a secondary set of bath levels are coupled to the primary bath

levels via cluster perturbation theory. By indirectly including these sites, the AIM system

acquires extra flexibility without expanding the Hilbert space, resulting in a dramatic drop

in the distance function. For more details, see Ref. 66.

2.4.2 Self-consistency

For a system with a single correlated site, there is no feedback from the self energy to the

hybridization function, and — provided the AIM is sufficiently representative — the DMFT

algorithm will converge in a single step. In this case the algorithm is not a mean-field

approximation, but exact. This scheme is shown in Fig. 3a.

However, there are a number of reasons why we may not be content with the resulting

solution. Firstly, the total number of electrons in the system is related to the total retarded

Green’s function via

N =

∫
dω ραβ(ω)Sαβ; ραβ(ω) =

1

2πi

(
Gαβ(ω)−Gαβ†(ω)

)
, (18)

where ραβ(ω) is the basis-resolved DMFT density matrix. There is no reason a priori why the

Green’s function, updated via the DMFT loop, should yield the same number of electrons as

we started with — in fact, this is almost never the case. For this reason, charge conservation

can optionally be enforced by adjusting µ so that
∫ µ
−∞ ρ(ω) = N . This update is performed

during each DMFT cycle, which means that our total Green’s function (now adjusted by our

altered µ) will not necessarily be consistent with the self energy — and consequently more

than one DMFT loop will likely be required to iterate to self-consistency (Fig. 3b). We will

refer to this as “charge-conserving” DMFT.

Finally, in the DFT formalism, the Hamiltonian is a functional of the density. It could be

argued that if we are to be fully self-consistent, if ever the density changes the Hamiltonian
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ĤKS, µ,
Σ0
KS = 0

DMFT
Solver

ΣKS

(a) single-shot

ĤKS, µn,
Σn
KS

DMFT
Solver

Σn+1
KS

µn+1

(b) charge-conserving

Ĥn
KS, µn,
Σn
KS

DMFT
Solver

Σn+1
KS

µn+1

Ĥn+1
KS

(c) self-consistent

Figure 3: The three DMFT schemes, in increasing order of complexity.

should be updated accordingly. In this scheme, one iterates until Σ, H, and µ all converge

(Fig. 3c). This we will refer to as “fully self-consistent” DMFT. We use Pulay mixing67,68 to

update the Hamiltonian (via the density kernel) and the self-energy. Performing this double-

loop naturally makes the calculations much more expensive, but they remain feasible. This

approach was taken in Refs. 65–70, for example.

2.5 Practical implementation

In our implementation, ONETEP and TOSCAM are responsible for separate sections of the

DMFT loop, as shown in Figure 4. As the calculation proceeds, these two programs are

called in alternation, with the entire procedure being driven by an overarching script.

This splitting makes our algorithm highly amenable to parallelization: parallel TOSCAM

instances can consider different correlated subspaces in isolation. That is, a system with

many correlated sites is embarrassingly parallel if inter-site correlation can be neglected. By

design, the AIM solver in TOSCAM is as modular as possible. This allows for it to be easily

interchanged with other solvers that have been independently developed.

TOSCAM is freely available; email cedric.weber@kcl.ac.uk to be given access to the

git repository. Note that it is dependent on ONETEP (version 5.0 and later), which can be

obtained separately (see www.onetep.com).
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ONETEP

TOSCAM

Standard
DFT

calculation

Upfold
to ΣKS

Update Hαβ,
ΣKS, µ as
appropriate

Generate Gtot

Generate ΣI

Calculate
Gimp (ED or
other solver)

Map to the AIM:
solve ∆imp = ∆̃I

for {εαβ, Vα}

Calculate ∆̃I

Project Gαβ

and Σαβ onto
correlated
subspaces

Figure 4: A simplified DMFT loop, demonstrating which program (ONETEP or TOSCAM)
is responsible for which step.

2.6 Scaling

One of our primary considerations is how ONETEP+TOSCAM calculations scale. As dis-

cussed already, obtaining the Green’s function of the AIM scales very poorly with the number

of AIM sites. This is shown in Fig. 5a. We are not entirely in a position to dictate the number

of AIM sites: a 3d correlated site is represented as a five-site impurity, and typically we need

to include at least six bath sites to give the AIM sufficient flexibility to fit the hybridisation

function.

To some extent, poor scaling can be overcome by efficient parallelization. Both ONETEP

and TOSCAM employ hybrid MPI and OpenMP parallelization schemes. ONETEP’s par-

allelization is highly optimized. Individual atoms are distributed across MPI threads, with

lower-level computationally-intensive operations (including 3D FFT box operations, sparse
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Figure 5: The scaling of ONETEP+TOSCAM for calculations on iron porphyrin (see Sec-
tion 3 for details). (a) The scaling with respect to the number of AIM sites; (b) and (c)
the fractional wall time and the speed-up with respect to the number of OpenMP threads.
“Lanczos diagonalisation” and “computing the impurity Green’s function” are two steps
involved in solving the AIM; for details refer to the Supplementary Information.

matrix algebra operations, calculation of integrals, and Ewald summation) being further

parallelized with OpenMP.71

In the implementation of TOSCAM, individual MPI tasks are responsible for individual

correlated atoms. For systems where we have only one unique correlated atom, MPI becomes

redundant. Meanwhile, OpenMP is deployed to speed up lower-level operations (see Fig. 5b

and c).

3 Iron porphyrin

To demonstrate the use of the ONETEP+TOSCAM interface, the second half of this paper

presents some calculations on an archetypal strongly-correlated system: an iron porphyrin

ring with imidazole and carbon monoxide as the axial ligands (FePImCO) shown in Fig. 6a,

a toy model for the full carboxymyoglobin complex (Fig. 6b). By translating the carbon
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(a)
(b)

Figure 6: (a) The model complex studied in this work: iron porphyrin with axial imidazole
and carbon monoxide ligands. Hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and iron atoms are shown
in white, green, blue, red, and orange respectively. (b) Carboxymyoglobin, showing the iron
binding site.72

monoxide molecule perpendicular to the porphyrin plane, we model the photodissociation

of carboxymyoglobin. Myoglobin is one of the most ubiquitous metalloproteins. Previous

studies have successfully applied DMFT in order to rationalise its binding energetics,50,51

and there are unresolved questions surrounding the process of carbon monoxide photodisso-

ciation, as we shall discuss.

3.1 Computational details

All DFT calculations were performed using a modified copy of ONETEP.5,58,73–76 Those

modifications were subsequently included in ONETEP 5.0. All calculations used the PBE

XC functional,77 were spin-unpolarised, and had an energy cut-off of 908 eV. There were

thirteen NGWFs on the iron atom, four on each carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen, and one

on each hydrogen. All NGWFs had 6.6 Å cut-off radii. Open boundary conditions were

achieved using a padded cell and a spherical Coulomb cut-off.78 Scalar relativistic pseudopo-

tentials were used, generated in-house using OPIUM,79–86 and the Hubbard projectors were

constructed from the Kohn-Sham solutions for a lone iron pseudopotential.58
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The bound structure was taken from Ref. 87, which had been optimized with the B3LYP

functional. The other structures were generated by simply translating the carbon monoxide

molecule in steps of 0.1Å, without subsequently performing a geometry optimization of the

rest of the system. (An ideal analysis would involve a constrained geometry optimization,

to account for effects such as doming.)

Both charge-conserving and self-consistent calculations were performed, using enlarged

AIM Hamiltonians via the cluster perturbation theory (CPT) extension. Seven bath orbitals

proved necessary for the AIM to be able to fit the hybridization function using the BFGS

minimisation algorithm, and the AIM was solved using an ED Lanczos solver. Values of

U = 4.0 eV and J = 0.7 eV were used in the AIM Hamiltonian. The DMFT calculations

were deemed to have converged when (a) the chemical potential changed by less than 1 mHa,

(b) the total number of electrons was within 0.01e of the target value, and (c) the occupancy

of the correlated subspace changed by less than 0.01 electrons from one iteration to the next.

Example input and output files can be found on Materials Cloud.88

3.2 The quantum-mechanical state of the 3d iron subspace

A large effort (largely in the quantum chemistry community) has been made to correctly

predict the spin state of Fe(II)P with (and without) a variety of axial ligands. These range

from decades-old Hartree-Fock calculations to recent FCIQMC studies.89–94 FePImCO is one

of the simpler cases, with a singlet state universally predicted. Meanwhile, FePIm has proven

to be more of a challenge. Experiment characterises FePIm as a quintet. Semi-local DFT

wrongly predicts it to be a triplet (as shown in Fig. 7). DFT +U remedies this,95 as does

Hartree-Fock (HF).89

To start, we will examine the charge transfer that takes place during CO dissociation in

the DFT + DMFT picture. The Fe atom in FePIm is formally in the 2+ state (d6). When

it binds CO, it moves closer to 1+ (d7) due to ligand-to-metal charge transfer. This is

corroborated by our DFT+DMFT calculations: the occupancy of the 3d subspace can be
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Figure 7: Spin state energies as given by DFT. For FePImCO the singlet state is correctly
preferred, but for FePIm the triplet is wrongly preferred, albeit only very marginally (by
34 meV).

calculated via

n3d =
1

2πi

∑
m

∫
dωGimpmm(ω)−Gimpmm

†(ω). (19)

This is plotted in Fig. 8a as a function of the Fe–C distance. The unbinding is plainly visible

as a sudden step in the total occupancy, at the same distance that DFT predicted the low-

to-high-spin crossover (refer back to Fig. 7). The effect of DMFT is especially pronounced

at large Fe-C distances, where it drives the subspace occupancy towards the expected formal

d6 configuration. (In some sense, DMFT restores the quantized nature of the electrons in

the correlated subspace that is absent in DFT.)

As a means of analysing the spin state of the iron atom during the dissociation process

with DMFT, we construct the reduced density matrix

ρ̂ =
∑
i

e−βEiTrB[|i〉〈i|], (20)

where we take the partial trace of the low-lying eigenstates of the AIM over the bath degrees

of freedom, leaving a mixed density operator for the impurity alone. It is then straightforward
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Figure 8: The electronic state of iron in FePImCO during CO dissociation. (a) The to-
tal occupancy of the Fe-3d subspace as given by DFT and two different DMFT schemes.
Unfortunately self-consistent DMFT calculations proved very difficult to converge beyond
the low-to-high spin transition, so these results have been excluded throughout. Below this
transition, the two methods qualitatively agree. (b) The effective spin Seff of the reduced
density matrix, defined via Tr[Ŝ2ρ̂] = h̄2Seff(Seff + 1) for the DMFT calculations and as
Seff = 1

2
(n↑3d − n↓3d) for the broken-symmetry DFT+U+J calculations. (c) The decomposi-

tion of the reduced density matrix by spin state. The colours correspond to the respective
weights of the different contributions; if a colour occupied all the vertical axis, it would mean
that all eigenvectors of the density matrix are in that particular quantum sector.

to calculate the expectation value of Ŝ2 =
∑

i,j Ŝi · Ŝj and extract the effective spin Seff

(Fig. 8b). Here we can see that at large distances we approach the quintet Seff = 2. At

small distances we are closer to the triplet value Seff = 1. Note that this does not mean that

DMFT has failed to predict that FePImCO is a singlet. Rather, this result is compatible

with (but does not confirm the existence of) a singlet forming across the Fe-CO bond. By

limiting ourselves to the Fe subspace we cannot directly measure such a singlet.
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For comparison, we also present the occupancy and spin of the 3d subspace as calculated

by DFT+U+J , using the same U and J parameters as for the DFT+DMFT calculations.

DFT+U(+J) is a widespread and computationally cheap correction to DFT for accounting

for electronic correlation, and is equivalent to solving the DMFT impurity problem at the

level of Hartree-Fock.75,96–98 We note that DFT+U+J recovers the correct quintet spin state

in the dissociated limit, in line with previous DFT+U studies,95 with a window where the

triplet state is favored. Furthermore, the singlet state becomes unstable at a shorter Fe–C

distance of around 2 Å (see Fig. 8b). This is a common feature of DFT+U ,99,100 where

the corrective +U potential reduces the hybridization between the correlated subspace and

the ligand orbitals, thereby weakening the bond between them. Addressing this within a

Hubbard model framework requires more sophisticated approaches such as inter-site terms99

or applying corrective Hubbard potentials to ligand subspaces.100 This is not a problem that

DMFT suffers from.

To inspect the DMFT reduced density matrix in more detail, one can construct the

spin-projector

P̂S =
∑
s∈S
|s〉〈s| (21)

as the sum of the eigenstates |s〉 of the operator Ŝ2 with eigenvalue S(S + 1). This allows

us to evaluate the fraction of the reduced density matrix in singlet, doublet, triplet, and

higher states via Tr[P̂S ρ̂P̂S] for S = 0, 1
2
, 1 etc. Note, however, that this approach is

incompatible with the CPT extension. The CPT extension involves solving an auxiliary AIM

Hamiltonian that shares the same impurity Green’s function as a larger AIM Hamiltonian,

and consequently any quantities derived directly from the Green’s function will be unaffected.

However, there is no such guarantee for the reduced density matrix, because the hybridization

function of this auxiliary system does not necessarily match that of the physical system. To

overcome this, the CPT extension was at first applied in order to obtain an approximate

solution, but then removed for the final DMFT step. Typically this final step required the
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addition of an extra bath site so that the AIM acquired sufficient flexibility to fit the impurity

hybridization function to the local hybridization function without the assistance of the CPT

extension.

The decomposition of the reduced density matrix into spin sectors is displayed in Fig. 8c.

It reveals a large quintet state contribution in the limit of dissociation, but also that, re-

gardless of Fe-C distance, many different spin sectors are important. This would be missed

if we only examined Seff or only performed DFT.

Evidently, a multitude of states play an important role throughout CO-unbinding, and

therefore the success of DFT +U and HF in predicting the quintet ground state must be for

the wrong reasons, as neither go beyond the single-determinantal picture. (Note that HF is

known to overly favour high-spin states.101)

It should be noted that the precise details of Fig. 8 are somewhat sensitive to various

simulation parameters — most notably the definition of the Hubbard projectors — but

qualitatively the results are expected to hold generally.

3.3 Photodissociation

The photodissociation mechanism of carboxymyoglobin is already relatively well understood.

Irradiation at 570 nm (2.18 eV) causes the excitation of electrons in the porphyrin ring into

low lying singlet states with π/π∗ character (the so-called Q band).102 The carbon monoxide

ligand then dissociates within 50 fs, as the system adiabatically crosses to a repulsive anti-

back-bonding orbital.103,104 There is a small (but not insignificant) predicted energy barrier

of 0.08 eV between these two states, as calculated by B3LYP and TDDFT.87 The porphyrin

then undergoes the “intersystem crossing”, a complicated, multi-step process which ulti-

mately takes the dissociated system to its high-spin ground state.

Semi-local DFT captures this process qualitatively. The energies of the lowest unoccupied

KS molecular orbitals as predicted via DFT are shown in Fig. 9. The Q band is present,

and the pathway from the Q band to the anti-back-bonding orbital is clearly visible via their
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Figure 9: Energies of the KS molecular orbitals, measured relative to the highest occupied
orbital of the tightly-CO-bound structure.

crossing at approximately 2.3 Å (the same distance we observe the low-to-high spin crossover

in Fig. 7), with an energy barrier of approximately 0.13 eV. Compared to the TDDFT/B3LYP

results of Refs. 103 and 104, PBE calculations place this crossover at a much longer distance

(approximately 2.3 Å compared to 2.0 Å), and predict that the energy of the anti-back-

bonding orbital drops much more steeply. (Head-Gordon and co-workers noted that the

very gentle decrease in the energy of the anti-back-bonding orbital as predicted by their

TDDFT/B3LYP calculations is at odds with the ∼ 50 fs timescale of photodissociation.104)

To compare the results of DMFT to these KS eigenenergies, the analogous quantity we

must extract is the DOS. The DOS is given by the trace of the many-body density matrix

ρ(ω) =
∑
α,β

ραβ(ω)Sβα. (22)

The DMFT DOS is compared to the KS eigenenergies in Fig. 10. Qualitatively, they yield

very similar results, but with DMFT (unlike DFT) we obtain the lifetime of the excitations.

To reveal the contribution of individual atoms (or groups of atoms) towards the DMFT
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Figure 10: The DMFT DOS of FePImCO during dissociation, compared to the KS eigenen-
ergies (white dashed lines), as given by self-consistent DMFT calculations. The DOS and
eigenenergies have been aligned to match the Q band, because, being a porphyrin-ring state,
it should not be significantly shifted by DMFT.

DOS, it can be decomposed into local densities of state (LDOSs)

ρI(ω) =
∑
α∈I

∑
β

ραβ(ω)Sβα, (23)

where I denotes a subset of NGWFs typically belonging to atoms that are a particular

element or part of a spatially distinct subsystem (e.g. all the NGWFs belonging to atoms

in the porphyrin ring). One such LDOS is plotted in Fig. 11, along with isosurfaces of the

spectral density at energies corresponding to the various peaks in the DOS. The Q-band π/π∗

orbitals and the Fe-CO back- and anti-back-bonding orbitals are all clearly identifiable.

Another important quantity that can be extracted from DMFT calculations is the optical

spectrum. The theoretical optical absorption spectrum can be obtained within the linear-

response regime (that is, Kubo formalism) as

σij(ω) =
2π

Ω

∫
dω′

f(ω′ − ω)− f(ω′)

ω

(
ραβ(ω′ − ω)viβγρ

γδ(ω′)vjδα
)

(24)
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Figure 11: Self-consistent DMFT density of states for carboxy-heme with a Fe-C distance of
2.06 Å. The DOS is further decomposed into contributions from the iron atom, CO molecule,
imidazole ligand and porphyrin ligand. Above, isosurfaces of ρ(r, ωpeak) have been plotted
for each peak.

where Ω the simulation cell volume, f(ω) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution, ρ is the basis-

resolved spectral density, the i and j indices correspond to Cartesian directions, the velocity

operator v is

vjαβ = −i〈α|∇j|β〉+ i〈α|
[
V̂nl, r

]
|β〉 (25)

which includes the effect of non-local pseudopotentials Vnl on the velocity operator matrix

elements, and adopts the no-vertex-corrections approximation.105 Optical spectra for heme

are typically carried out in liquid or gas phases, and so are described by the isotropic part

of the optical conductivity tensor

σ(ω) =
1

3

∑
i

σii(ω). (26)

The optical absorption spectra for carboxy-heme complexes as given by self-consistent DMFT

are plotted in Fig. 12. These spectra are dominated by a feature at around 2 eV associated

with π-π∗ transitions on the porphyrin ring — that is, the Q band. The double-peak struc-

ture of the Q band is successfully reproduced. (Ref. 51 found that J > 0 is necessary to

obtain this double-peak feature.) Secondary peaks appear above 3 eV corresponding to direct
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Figure 12: Optical spectra of FePImCO calculated using self-consistent DMFT, going from
ligated (dark) up to the point of dissociation (light). Also pictured are the Q-band peaks
from experimental spectra of carboxymyoglobin.106

photoexcitation of the anti-back-bonding orbital.

4 Conclusions

This paper has described how DMFT has been interfaced with linear-scaling DFT in the

ONETEP+TOSCAM implementation. Crucially, for the purposes of simulating metallopro-

teins, this DFT + DMFT implementation does not compromise our ability to model thou-

sands of atoms at the DFT level, opening up a new frontier for accurate simulation of complex

and heterogeneous systems containing transition metals and lanthanides.

The ONETEP+TOSCAM interface will continue to be developed. In particular, work is

underway to compute forces at the DFT+DMFT level (as has been achieved elsewhere37,107),

a GPU implementation of the ED solver will be incorporated, as well as a CTQMC solver

(which will allow us to solve substantially larger AIMs.) Note that it is straightforward to

add additional solvers due to the modularity of the code.

Calculations on the photodissociation of carboxymyoglobin showcased the kinds of results
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one can extract from such a DFT + DMFT calculation on a metalloprotein, including some —

such as the mixed quantum state of the iron 3d subspace and the finite lifetime of excitations

— that are inaccessible via DFT. And while the calculations do not reveal any previously

unknown physics, there is scope here to resolve some unanswered questions surrounding

the photodissociation process. In particular, the remarkably fast rate of photodissociation

(∼ 50 fs) is at odds with the gentle slope of the potential energy surface (discussed above)

and the predicted barrier on the order of 0.1 eV (compared to the 0.028 eV zero-point energy

of the Fe-C stretching mode).87 Further study could investigate this apparent contradiction.
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